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Scaling up/Scaling out (Vertical vs Horizontal)

Scaling up : Increasing processing, storage capacity of
individual nodes
Scaling out : Adding more nodes

Advantages of scaling out:

I There are limits on scaling up

I Cost to performance analysis

I Easier upgrades



Hadoop/MapReduce

System for scaling out data parallel computations

MapReduce paradigm

I Map: Function from a key-value pair to a set of
intermediate key-value pairs

I Reduce: Function from a key and a set of intermediate
values for that key to a final set of values

I Combiner (optional): Used to do partial local merging.
Typically the same function as reducer



Hadoop architecture

I Job Client: Partition input data, copy resources to HDFS
and submit the job to Job Tracker.

I Job Tracker: Schedule map/reduce jobs, distribute job
among worker nodes, track job status

I Task Tracker: Allocate resources and executes tasks locally,
report status to the Job Tracker

I Map Task

I Reduce Task



Hadoop architecture

I Map Task:

1. Fetch input data and create key-value pairs
2. Run the map function on each pair
3. Run the (optional) combiner function on the output
4. Store results locally and communicate progress to the Task

Tracker

I Reduce Task:

1. Fetch local copies of map results
2. Sort results into a list of (key, value-list) pairs
3. Run the reduce function on each pair
4. Save to HDFS



Hadoop Limitations

Tight coupling of data with computation

Hadoop performs poorly for:

I Iterative jobs: Apply functions repeatedly to the same
dataset

I Interactive analytics: Interactive user querying through
SQL interfaces

In addition, Hadoop assumes input data to be available before
the job starts. This is not applicable to jobs running on
streaming data.

Instead of looking at it job-by-job, think in terms of data. We
need an efficient caching model!



Spark: RDDs

Resilient Distributed Datasets: These represent result of
computations

I Set of read-only objects partitioned across a set of machines

I Ways of constructing RDDs:

1. From a file (for e.g. from HDFS)
2. By dividing an array
3. By transforming an existing RDD
4. By changing the persistence of an RDD (caching, storing to

disk etc.)

Operations on RDDs: reduce, collect and foreach.



Example 1: Error counting



Example 2: Gradient descent



Implementation



Relevance to Edge Computing

Why does it make sense to run Spark in the backend as opposed
to the edge?

I Scale

I Consistency (centralized view of all data)

I Performance


